KaiTrade’s K2 Trading System
Trade Better
CQG TRADING SYSTEM PACKAGE
CQG's Trading System Package helps traders analyze past trading activity and build strategies based on
that activity. Traders can take advantage of the Trading System Package features to fine-tune entry and exit
points and test user-defined parameter values.
Traders benefit from CQG's numerous backtesting resources by examining trading activity based on the
creation of long or short trades, a variety of entry and exit signals and the commissions the trader must pay.

KAITRADE’S K2 TRADING SYSTEM
KaiTrade’s K2 trading system tool compliments the power of CQG's trading systems by providing a quick
and reliable way to manage execution based on signals from multiple trading systems running in CQG.

TRADING SYSTEM VIEW
The heart of the system is the Trading System View, which lets you choose available trading systems
in CQG and automatically set them up. Connecting to new trading systems is easy: simply click on the
“New” icon and the system will guide you through the rest.

The system communicates with the CQG client to get all details of the trading system and automatically
sets it up for execution in KaiTrade. When you have added the systems you want to trade, they are
displayed in the Trade System View. You then have a view of the systems you want to run and can
control them by simply clicking on the grid. In this way you can quickly turn on and switch off trading
systems depending on the market conditions.

ADVANCED CONTROLS
Simplicity does not mean you sacrifice control. For advanced users, KaiTrade provides additional
tools to let you customize your trading schemes:
TSData Viewer – this lets you customize the connection to the CQG Trading System.
Strategy Pad - The strategy pad gives you a great deal of control over the strategies that are
initiated by the trading system’s signals. For example, you can set different execution algorithms such as
a bracket order that will protect against losses and lock in profits when initiated by an entry signal.
Make the most of your CQG Trading System subscription by adding KaiTrade’s K2 trading system tool.
At an unbeatable price point, you will be trading multiple systems in no time.

KaiTrade delivers tools that enable people to trade better. Our focus is on improving trading by developing
products that reduce the time and cost of getting trading technology into use, and delivering services that
support all aspects of the trading process.
We have deep experience in trading systems across the complete trading cycle from advanced algorithmic
trading systems, to middle office post-trade processing, to back office integration.

CONTACT US
To learn more about how the professionals at KaiTrade LLC can help you trade smarter, visit our website at
www.kaitrade.com or contact:
John Unwin
john@kaitrade.com
312.890.9400

